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Detectable range

DETECTABLE PROTECTION
ECO corded detectable ear plugs Code

- 21335The ECO detectable ear plugs are made from a polyurethane foam which perfectly fits
the auditory meatus. Detectable brass ball. The plugs are connected by a blue PVC cord.
Excellent attenuation of noise (SNR 36dB). Ideal for food industries, noisy industrial
environments... Colour : blue. 150 pairs in a box.

EAR SOFT blue detectable ear plugs Code
- 12002The E.A.R. Soft Metal Detectable ear plugs, roll-down ear plugs, are made from a slow

expanding polyurethane foam which insures even pressure distribution, flexibility, good
protection with outstanding comfort and excellent attenuation (SNR 36dB). Detectable
cord and integral stainless steel ball. Ideal for food industries, automotive, chemicals...
Colour : blue. 200 pairs in a box.

TRACER corded detectable ear plugs Code
- 7704The E.A.R. Tracer pre-moulded ear plugs are made from silicone and solid polymer cord.

They are fully detectable thanks to the metal ball in the caps. Triple flange, flexible and
adapted to the ear canal shape to insure triple protection against noise (SNR 32dB). The
plastic stem enables a quick, clean and optimal insertion for a maximum protection. Ideal
for food industries, chemicals... Colour : blue. 200 pairs in a box.

CLEAN EAR corded detectable ear plugs Code
- 20326These detectable corded ear plugs are in silicone. They are composed of 2 flanges and

offer attenuation at SNR25. The blue and red plugs enable to avoid cross contamination
by identifying each ear. These plugs are fully detectable (no metal ball), lightweight and
easy to clean. The plastic stem enables a quick, clean and optimal insertion for a
maximum protection. Ideal for food industries. Colour : blue and red, blue cord. 200 pairs
in a box.

Detectable plasters (by 100) Code
- 20325Electromagnetic and visual blue detectable plasters. The metal strip positioned behind

the lint pad is the key component for detection. Packed by bag of 100 plasters of different
sizes (30 in 75x25 mm, 30 in 70x20 mm, 30 in 40x40 mm and 10 in 75x50 mm).
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DETECTABLE BRUSHES
Detectable square scoop Code

250ML 20319
600ML 20320
1200ML 20321
2400ML 20322

Square scoop, in detectable polypropylene. Capacity : 250, 600, 1200 or 2400 ml. Colour
: blue.

Detectable flexible scrapers Code
SM BLUE 20311
SM YELLOW 20312
SM RED 20313
SM GREEN 20314
LM BLUE 20315
LM YELLOW 20316
LM RED 20317
LM GREEN 20318

Detectable polypropylene scraper, with hanging hole. Available in different colours and in
2 dimensions : 160x100 mm (small model) or 230x117 mm (large model).

Detectable scraper 102 mm Code
- 20226Flat scraper in detectable polypropylene allowing to remove dry and embedded dirts on

worktables, machines... Width : 102 mm. Colour : blue.

Detectable stirrer with holes Code
- 17440Detectable polypropylene stirrer. Blade with holes to ease stirring. Dimensions : H.1200 x

W.163 mm. Colour : blue.
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DETECTABLE KNIVES
Detectable cutter Profi25 Code

- 21889Ambidextrous cutter, in aluminum and plastic, detectable. Tough handle, not painted,
blade overhang 25 mm. Semi-automatic blade retractation. The blade can be used on
both sides. Refill blade : code Bobet 21888.

Cutter with detectable beak Cenon Code
- 17613Detectable food plastic cutter with beak. Reinforced protection, protected blade.

Disposable cutter (fixed blade).

Cutter with detectable beak Cricri2 Code
- 17654Detectable food safe plastic cutter with beak, protected blade. Refill blade : code Bobet

17656.

Cutter with detectable beak Sofiac2 Code
- 22500Safety knife in food safe detectable plastic, stainless steel blade protected by a half head

in chrome-plated aluminum. Refill blade : code Bobet 17656.

Dectectable cutter Smartcut Code
- 21191Ambidextrous cutter, disposable and in detectable plastic. Bilateral slide. Stainless steel

blade.
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Paneton detectable scoring knife Code
- 20115Scoring knife, for scoring thin bread doughs, fit with a detectable food safe blue plastic

blade. The blade can be changed easily (code Bobet 21334).

Boulange detectable scoring knife Code
- 25106Scoring knife with ergonomic and ambidextrous handle. For a curved scoring of breads.

The blade can be changed easily (refill blade : code Bobet 25107).

Detectable scissors Code
- 20310General purpose scissors. Ambidextrous. Stainless steel blade. Length : 210 mm. Food

safe detectable blue plastic handles.

Detectable split ring cutter Code
- 21700Detectable split ring cutter, ideal to cut strings. Identifiable by metal detectors.
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DETECTABLE MARKING
Detectable metal pen Code

W/O CLIP 17248
WITH CLIP 20332

One-piece detectable metal pen, blue ink. Made with two kinds of metal to enable both
magnetic detection and X-ray detection. Ideal for clean environments and in room
temperature, or when the use of one-piece pen is recommended. Packed by 50 pens.
Two models available : with or without pocket clip. Refill blue ink: code 20333.

Detectable retractable pen Code
BLUE 23272
BLACK 23273

Pen with clip, in detectable plastic, blue or black ink. Lightly textured matte finish for
working in oily and wet environments. Packed by 25 pens. Blue ink refill : code 20333 and
black ink refill : code 23267.

 Detectable retractable pen without clip Code
- 23283Pen without clip, in detectable plastic, blue ink. Lightly textured matte finish for working in

oily and wet environments. With hole for clip or strap. Packed by 50 pens. Refill blue ink :
code 20333.

Blue ink refill for detectable pen Code
BLUE REFILL DETECT. PEN 20333
BLACK REFILL DETECT. PEN 23267
RED REFILL DETECT. PEN 23268
GREEN REFILL DETECT. PEN 23269

Blue, black, red or green ink refill. Plastic body. Fits : detectable plastic pen (codes 23272
and 23273), detectable plastic pen without clip (code 23283), detectable metal pen
without clip (code 17248)and detectable metal pen with clip (code 20332). Packed by 100
refills.

Detectable one-piece Elephant pen Code
BLUE 23263
BLACK 23264
RED 23265
GREEN 23266

Pen with clip, in detectable plastic, blue, black, red or green ink. One-piece design.
Non-rechargeable. Packed by 25 pens.
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Detectable plastic Elephant pen Code
BLUE 21184
BLACK 23260
RED 23261
GREEN 23262

Pen with clip, in detectable plastic,  blue, black, red or green ink. Retractable. Non-
rechargeable. Packed by box of 25 pens.

Detectable plastic pen Code
DETECT. RETRACT. PEN GEL INK BLUE 20300
DETECT. RETRACT. PEN GEL INK BLACL 23271
GEL INK PEN REFILL BLUE 23275
GEL INK PEN REFILL BLACK 23274

Pen with pocket clip, in detectable plastic, blue or black ink. Fit with a standard refill,
specifically developed for positive cold environments and room temperatures. Packed by
50 pens. Blue ink refill : code 23275 and black ink refill : code 23274.

Detectable plastic freezer pen Code
DETECTABLE CRYO FREEZER PEN BLUE 23270
DETECTABLE CRYO FREEZER PEN BLACK 17415
CRYO PEN REFILL BLUE 23276
CRYO PEN REFILL BLACK 23277

Pen with clip, in detectable plastic, blue, black, red or green ink. One-piece design.
Non-rechargeable. Packed by 25 pens.

Detectable 4 inks pen Code
- 232784 inks pen, in detectable plastic, red, gree, blue and black inks. Packed by 50 pens.
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Detectable fine marker pen Code
- 20301Fine marker pen, in detectable plastic, blue ink. Using high intensity permanent ink, this

pen is suitable for writing onto labels, CD Roms, greasy papers...Packed by 10 pens.

Detectable retractable erasable marker Code
- 21977Retractable and erasable marker with clip, in detectable plastic, black ink. To be used on

whiteboards in pharmaceuticals and food industries... Packed by 10 markers.

Detectable erasable marker with chisel tip Code
BLUE 23096
BLACK 23097
RED 23098
GREEN 23099

Erasable marker with clip on the on the cap, in detectable plastic, non-toxic ink. Chisel tip.
For use on white boards in  pharmaceutical and food industries. Available in different
colours. Packed by 10 markers.

Detectable erasable marker Code
BLACK ROUND 21978
BLUE ROUND 23281

Erasable marker, in detectable plastic, black or blue ink. Round tip. To be used on
whiteboards in pharmaceutical and food industries... Packed by 10 markers.

Detectable non retractable marker pen Code
- 23279Non retractable marker pen, in detectable plastic. Ink : black. A robut permanent marker

pen for bold writing on all surfaces. Safety clip on the cap. Packed by 10 pens.
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Detectable retractable marker pen Code
BLUE 20302
BLACK 20303
RED 20304

Retractable marker pen, in detectable plastic. Ink : blue, black or red. A robust permanent
marker pen for bold writing on all surfaces. The refill is housed in the detectable
retractable housing (no cap to lose). Special sealing system to prevent drying out. Safety
clip. Packed by 10 pens.

Detectable fluorescent highlighter Code
YELLOW  21925
PINK  23282

Fluorescent highlighter, in detectable plastic, fluorescent yellow or pink ink. Chisel tip.
Sold in pack of 5 units.

Detectable retractable fluorescent highlighter
Code

BLUE 23680
YELLOW 23681
PINK 23682
GREEN 23683

Retractable fluorescent highlighter, in detectable plastic. Fluo ink : blue, yellow, pink or
green. Chisel tip. Packed by 5 highlighters.

Detectable stylus Code
- 23280One-piece stylus in detectable polymer. Non scratching. Compatible with most PDA

screens (tablets, smartphones...). Packed by 10 stylus.

Detectable plastic tags Code
BLUE 20328
YELLOW 20329
RED 20330
GREEN 20331

Detectable plastic tag, on stem, re-usable with possibility of printing. Can be used with the
permanent marker pens (code 20302 to 20304) and fine pen (20301) of the detectable
range. Coloured tag for traceability and HACCP measures. Available in blue, red, yellow
and green. Overall dimensions : 265 mm. Working length : 175 mm. Tag dimension :
90x60 mm. 
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DETECTABLE TIES AND STRINGS
Detectable re-usable cable ties 250x4.7 Code

- 20327Detectable blue plastic tie. Very convenient as adjustable and re-usable. Ideal to close
bags. Made in resistant and durable nylon. Dimensions : 250x4,7 mm. Specially designed
for use in food industries. Packed by 100 ties.

Detectable bag gripper Code
- 20324Detectable blue plastic bag gripper. Reduces the risk of cross contamination and

preserves hygienic standards by securing bag contents with this gripper. Integrated
locking mechanism. Re-usable. Closing length : 100 mm. Total length : 245 mm. Packed
by bag of 5 grippers.

Flat detectable bag gripper Code
- 21924Detectable blue plastic bag gripper, flat. Reduces the risk of cross contamination and

preserves hygienic standards by securing bag contents with this gripper. Solid. Reusable.
Closing length : 320 mm. Total length : 362 mm.
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DETECTABLE VARIOUS MATERIAL
Detectable blue europ tank cover Code

- 20323Europ tank cover, in detectable blue polyethylene. Food safe. Thickness : 38 microns.
Colour : blue. Packed by 250 covers roll. Fits our stainless steel Europ tanks (200 or 300
liters) or our polyethylene Europ tanks (200 liters).

Detectable swipe card holder Code
- 20309Detectable blue plastic swipe card holder. Can hold swipe cards of maximum dimensions

54x86 mm.

Detectable stapless stapler Code
- 20306This detectable stapler works without staples. Easy to use. It definitively eliminates the

risk of contamination caused by wayward staples. This unique product cuts, folds and
securely fixes up to 5 sheets of paper. Colour : blue.

Detectable paper clip Code
- 20307Jumbo paperclip in detectable blue plastic. Suitable for a range of applications (has been

used as a detectable keyfob). Can also be used to complement our stapless stapler
(code Bobet 20306) when large quantities of paper need to be temporarily secured. Can
hold up to 40 paper sheets (of 80g). Dimensions : 80x40 mm. Colour : blue. Packed by
30 clips.

Detectable A4 clipboard Code
- 20308Detectable plastic clipboard, with stainless steel clip enabling to hold A4 sheets (21x29,7

cm) or smaller sheets.
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Detectable stainless steel board clip Code
- 21481Detectable stainless steel board clip. For holding large reams of paper, about 200 A4

sheets of 80g. Length (at the bottom of the clip : 75 mm).
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BOBET MATÉRIEL GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Applicable from first of Mai 2021

ARTICLE 1 - GENERAL - APPLICATION
These general conditions of sale (GCS) apply to products sold in
metropolitan France and overseas by the company Bobet Matériel
(referred to below as ‘Bobet’) to its professional customers and
replace previous conditions of sale. These GCS are, therefore, fully
applicable to exports.
The act of placing of an order or the conclusion of any sale implies
the customer’s full and unreserved acceptance of these GCS to the
exclusion of any other document, which is, on principle,
unenforceable on Bobet.
Bobet reserves the right to refuse to conclude a sale or conclude a
sale under conditions that deviate from these conditions in the event
of a previous payment incident, the insolvency of the customer, a
reduction in the rating given by Bobet’s credit insurer or a demand
that is abnormal or in bad faith.
The fact that Bobet does not, at any given time, rely on any of the
provisions of these GCS cannot be interpreted as a waiver by it from
subsequently relying on any of the said provisions.
ARTICLE 2 - OPENING AN ACCOUNT - CONDITIONS
In order to be able to order a product from Bobet, it opens a customer
account, for which the customer provides a certain amount of information
and official documents (SIRET number, APE [French SIC] code, address,
email address, bank account details). The customer is responsible for the
information that it sends. Failure to provide this information may make the
sale impossible. Any error by the customer resulting in expenditure by
Bobet will involve the customer being invoiced for all of such expenditure
in euros. Bobet will determine the acceptable level of outstanding
customer invoices. The extent of such outstanding amounts may vary over
time depending on the data obtained and may be reduced to €0.
ARTICLE 3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCTS
The products sold by Bobet are specified in the annual catalogue
published by the latter. They cover the fields of personal protection,
hygiene, brushes, cutlery, tool-making, stainless steel equipment on
catalogue or made to measure, maintenance, etc. More details on the
specificity and quality of these products is contained in the Bobet
catalogue as well as, where applicable, the product sheets provided by
Bobet. The products comply with the current standards. They are intended
to be used in the context of the customer’s professional activity. The
customer must be a professional in the use of the products manufactured
and/or marketed by Bobet and is solely responsible for the choice of
products (properties, function(s), characteristics, dimensions of the
products ordered) and, more generally, the suitability of the product
ordered to its needs and, if applicable, those of its own customers.
The customer must also be aware of the maintenance rules for the
products. If not, the customer must ask Bobet for them.
With regard, in particular, to stainless steel products, Bobet complies with
the highest quality standards for raw materials. The stainless steel used is
generally of class 1.4307 and, on request, 1.4304, which means that it is
nearly impossible for a finished product to be defective.
ARTICLE 4 - ORDERING, EXECUTION AND ACCEPTANCE
Ordering: The customer places an order by email or, as appropriate,
telephone to Bobet or during a visit by the latter’s sales force. The
customer is fully responsible for the information contained in its order. The
customer’s order is binding on the customer. Bobet systematically
produces an order confirmation (OC) which will specify the product, its
price, the dimensions if applicable and the delivery time, which remains
indicative. That document is sent to the customer by email. If any of the
information in the OC differs from any of the information in the customer’s
order (eg, price, delivery time), the OC legally constitutes a counter-offer,
which the customer may accept or refuse. The customer has one month in
which to accept such counter-offer. Such period also constitutes the
period of validity of Bobet’s offer. In the absence of a written response
within such period, the order or counter-offer lapses.
The issuing of an OC without any counter-offer constitutes the definitive
conclusion of the sales contract.
On-the-spot sales: Bobet also sells its products when its sales trucks are
on the road. In such situations, the customer can order and buy the
product immediately and take possession of it at the same time. If the
Bobet truck does not have the product in stock, the Bobet representative
takes the order and it will be for the customer to take possession of the
product and pay for it the next time the Bobet truck comes around.
In relation to ‘made-to-measure’ products: The measurements are in
principle taken by a member of Bobet’s sales force who is fully competent
to do so. The customer may also take the measurements but it will do so
under its own responsibility, as Bobet does not assume any obligation to
verify or correct such measurements. In the latter situation, the quote will
be prepared on the basis of the customer’s measurements.
Bobet will organise the taking of such measurements in the context of
Bobet’s tour schedule. In such situation, there may be some delay
between the request for an appointment and the date of the appointment.
The week and place of the appointment are specified by Bobet by email.
They are firm times and places.
If the customer cancels the appointment before its scheduled date or if the
customer is not present for the appointment, Bobet will reschedule the
appointment to a later date.
Once the measurements have been taken, Bobet sends a quote based on
those measurements. The measurement work is part of Bobet’s know-how
and prior involvement. For this reason, the measurements are not
provided to the customer with the quote so as not to allow the customer to
rely on such work for the benefit of another supplier.
It is for the customer to receive the quote, study it and accept it by signing
it. If accepted, it sends the accepted quote to Bobet by email
accompanied, if applicable, by the requested deposit cheque, which will
be immediately banked.
The receipt of the accepted quote and the deposit cheque (if such a
deposit is requested) is deemed to be a sale and binds both Parties.
Order fulfilment: The delivery time (if the parties have agreed on
deliveries) for standard products is between three and five days from the
date of issue of the OC. This period will be several weeks for specific or
customised products (see quote or OC).
Delays in delivery of a few days do not entitle the customer to any
compensation of any kind whatsoever, unless it can be proven that there
was direct and foreseeable damage linked exclusively to the delay in
delivery. The products are delivered to the place of delivery that was
agreed to by the parties, which is generally stated in the OC. Delivery on
time can take place only if the customer is up to date with its obligations
towards Bobet, whatever their subject matter.
Receipt of the order: The customer must acknowledge receipt of the order
by signing the delivery note. In the event of made-to-measure products,
the customer must install the product itself.

In the event of any damage, missing item or non-conformity with the terms
of the OC or the accepted quote, the customer must state its PRECISE
and undisputable reservations on the delivery note and send a registered
letter with acknowledgement of receipt to any carrier and Bobet within
three (3) days following receipt of the product. The reservations must be
accompanied by the corresponding proof. If these conditions are not
respected, the products will be irrefutably deemed to be in conformity.
Bobet will process the complaint within two weeks of receiving it. In the
absence of a response within this period, the complaint will be deemed to
have been rejected. Bobet informs its customers that each delivery is
strictly monitored in order to exclude all risks of missing items or
non-conformities. Stainless steel products leave Bobet’s warehouses in
perfect condition.
Products that have been the subject of reservations can be returned to
Bobet only in accordance with the latter’s return procedure, after prior
agreement from the customer service department, which will specify its
terms, and the signing of the return form by the customer and the carrier.
Failure to comply with these rules will result in the returned products being
refused.
In the event of agreement on the principle of a return, the products must
be returned by the customer, under its own responsibility, in their original
condition and packaging and as soon as possible, ie, at the latest within
one month of their delivery. In all situations, the customer undertakes to
allow Bobet to access its site in order to verify the non-conformity or
hidden defect. If Bobet confirms the defect in quality and/or conformity, it
will deliver a new product, the defective product being returned to it. The
customer will be invoiced for any damage to the product.
Lastly, it should be noted that no product will be taken back, exchanged or
reimbursed in the event of any change in French or supranational
legislation that makes the product unfit for sale or use. Penalties: Bobet
refuses any principle of penalties.
Special orders: For products that are not included in Bobet’s catalogue or
that Bobet cannot manufacture, Bobet will order the product from its
manufacturer. Consequently, the customer undertakes to take delivery
and pay the price. There can be no returns or items taken back.
ARTICLE 5 - WARRANTY
The customer benefits from a warranty of conformity and against hidden
defects under the conditions defined by law. However, the warranty of
conformity ceases on first use of the product. For made-to-measure
products, the customer is responsible for the place where the product is
installed, the installation of the product itself and any damage suffered by
the product during such installation.
Reminder: the products marketed by Bobet are mainly intended for the
craft and food industries and are, therefore, subject to conditions of use
that can be extreme, which can result in a very short product life.
Conditions of application of the warranty: The warranty covers products
that are correctly maintained according to the recommendations for use
and maintenance specified by Bobet and strictly used for their intended
purpose.
Products with motors are subject to the manufacturer’s warranty.
At Bobet’s sole discretion, the warranty extends to the replacement of all
or part of the product that Bobet acknowledges is defective, with the
exception of worn parts, or by the issuing of a credit note if the product is
not damaged and is returned in its original packaging.
The customer can benefit from this warranty only if the price of the product
has been paid in full. If Bobet needs to go to the customer’s premises and
the product is found not to be defective, the customer may be liable to pay
compensation for the unjustified visit, which will be payable immediately.
Scope: The warranty covers only tangible, consequential and foreseeable
damage relating to a proven defect in the product, excluding
non-consequential, intangible, damage.
In any event, the customer is solely liable for any damage that may be
caused by the behaviour of the product or that the latter may suffer. This
particularly applies to dangerous products (Matador, knives, etc).
Exclusions: The warranty cannot apply specifically to: products that do not
conform to their intended purpose, products that have not been installed in
accordance with the instructions and standard industry practice by a
professional, products that have not been used in a reasonable manner,
products that have been modified by the customer or third parties, etc.
Implementation: Product returns are the subject of a ‘provisional return
note’ until Bobet can assess the reality of the incident presented by the
customer. In such situation, the customer remains the owner of the
products and the risks are temporarily transferred to Bobet.
Whether the product is covered by the warranty depends on the result of
the assessment. If not covered, Bobet will refer the customer to its
after-sales service conditions. It should be noted that after-sales service is
a separate legal operation the conditions of which must be accepted by
the customer.
ARTICLE 6 - PRICES AND PAYMENT
The price of the product is that which applies at the time of the order. It is
exclusive of VAT, ex Champagne. It is free of charge from a minimum
order of €450 excluding VAT. There is no minimum transport fee if
delivered by the sales force.
The price is payable according to the following conditions:
- for all account openings, the price is payable in cash and before delivery.
Bobet requests a pro-forma invoice;
- otherwise and except in the event of a risk that the customer is insolvent
or in the situations referred to in Article 1, the payment period is 30 days
net from the date of invoice;
For an order of more than €10,000 excluding VAT (sales in France), the
customer must pay a part-payment of 30% of the price all taxes included
before delivery of the goods.
Bobet reserves the right to send invoices by email, which the customer
accepts.
Payment means the banking of the sums due and not the provision of the
means of payment. No guarantee retention is allowed. No discount is
granted for early payment.
In the event of non-payment on the agreed date, the customer will owe
late-payment penalties calculated on the basis of a rate equal to three
times the legal interest rate. In addition, the customer will owe an
indemnity relating to the processing of the payment incident of €40
excluding VAT. In addition, the customer will owe a damages and interest
penalty that is equal to 15% of the outstanding price, such penalty being a
minimum of €100. Lastly, Bobet may suspend and/or cancel pending
orders and demand payment of all sums, including those not yet due.
Any deduction is deemed to be a payment incident. Similarly, no set-off
can be carried out between reciprocal debts unless the debt held by the
customer over Bobet has first been accepted in writing by the latter. Under
no circumstances can a dispute allow the customer to suspend payment.
The customer must reimburse all costs incurred by Bobet for the recovery
of unpaid products and the contentious recovery of the sums due,
including lawyers’ and legal officers’ fees. In addition to these costs, the
customer will be liable for a fixed sum of €150 for the contentious
management of the payment default.

ARTICLE 7 - RETENTION OF TITLE, TRANSFER OF RISK AND
OTHER PROVISIONS
THE PRODUCTS SOLD BY BOBET ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO A
RESERVATION OF TITLE, MAKING THE TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
TO THE CUSTOMER SUBJECT TO FULL PAYMENT OF THE PRICE IN
PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING IN THE EVENT OF
CREDITOR PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CUSTOMER.
Nevertheless, the risks relating to a product, ie, the damage that it may
cause to goods or personal injury to persons or the damage that it may
suffer, are transferred to the customer when the customer takes
possession of it.
If the customer has resold the product before full payment of the purchase
price, regardless of whether or not the customer is subject to creditor
proceedings or any company voluntary arrangement, the customer
acknowledges that the debt owed to Bobet for the price of the product will
be applied to the price paid or to be paid by the subsequent purchaser of
the product. In such situation, the customer expressly authorises Bobet to
claim and obtain the price of the product from the subsequent purchaser
and the customer is prohibited from at the same time claiming the
payment of such price from the latter.
In the event of late payment of all or part of the price of more than 30 days
in relation to the initially agreed payment date, Bobet may take back the
product sold by any means, at its convenience and at the expense and
risk of the customer, which the latter expressly accepts. Bobet will take a
minimum of precautions when taking back the product. Nevertheless, if
the taking-back operation damages the structure or the item to which the
product is linked, the customer is prohibited from bringing any liability
claims against Bobet and guarantees the acceptance of this principle by
its own customer.
ARTICLE 8 - INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Bobet’s trademarks, patents, designs, models and copyrights are its
exclusive property and a sale does not constitute a licence to use any of
these rights. The plans and research carried out by Bobet for the
production of its products are at all times its property and are the subject
of an intellectual property and/or an industrial property right that the
customer undertakes not to infringe. Lastly, the customer is prohibited
from removing, modifying and/or adding any distinctive signs to the
products.
ARTICLE 9 - FORCE MAJEURE AND OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
If a force majeure event occurs, Bobet can, at its discretion, suspend the
performance of all or part of its obligations or simply terminate any
pending contract or contracts without the customer being able to claim any
compensation. A force majeure event is any unforeseeable, unavoidable
or external event, these three characteristics being alternative, and, more
generally, any event recognised as such by the law or the case law.
ARTICLE 10 - REFERENCES
Unless the customer decides otherwise by registered letter with
acknowledgement of receipt, the latter expressly authorises Bobet to refer
to its status as a customer of Bobet, in particular in its commercial and
promotional documents or in the context of a response to a call for
tenders.
ARTICLE 11 - PERSONAL DATA
For the purposes of managing orders and the monitoring of the contractual
relationship, Bobet processes the personal data of individuals who are its
contacts, whether customer employees, prospect managers and contacts.
Such processing is carried out on the basis of the application of these
GCS and compliance with Bobet’s legal obligations (in particular in tax
matters). No personal data will be transferred outside the European Union.
Any subcontractors used by Bobet to process the personal data of its
customer contacts (eg, a carrier, IT service provider, etc) will not transfer
the data to a country outside the European Union. The data may be sent
to the authorities (DGCCRF [Department of Competition, Consumers and
Repression of Fraud], CNIL [National Data Protection Commission], tax
authorities, etc) or a court in the event of proceedings.
The customer undertakes to inform Bobet of any updates to the personal
data of the persons and/or employees concerned and personally inform
each of those persons of the provisions of this clause. The persons
concerned have the right to access, modify, limit and oppose the
processing of their personal data by sending an email to the following
address rgpd@bobet-materiel.com.
The persons concerned have the right to lodge a complaint about the
processing of their personal data by Bobet with the CNIL. Any person
whose personal data is collected can define general or specific
instructions on the retention, deletion and communication of their personal
data after their death. The specific instructions can be registered with the
data controller and general instructions can be registered with a
CNIL-certified, trusted, digital third party. General or specific instructions
can be modified or deleted at any time.
Bobet undertakes to implement appropriate technical measures to
guarantee the security and confidentiality of personal data. Bobet
undertakes to keep the personal data of its customers’ and prospects’
contacts for a period not exceeding that necessary to achieve the
purposes for which they were collected or processed and, in any event, for
a maximum period of 3 (three) years from the last order of products by the
customer or the last contact with the prospect. Personal data can,
nevertheless, be kept for a longer period of time in order to comply with
Bobet’s legal obligations, in particular tax obligations.

ARTICLE 12 - APPLICABLE LAW - ATTRIBUTION OF JURISDICTION
All sales concluded by Bobet are exclusively subject to French law,
excluding application of the Vienna Convention. The Parties exclude
the application of Art. 1195 of the Civil Code on unforeseen
circumstances and Arts. 1219, 1220 of the Civil Code.
The Le Mans Tribunal de Commerce [Commercial Court] has sole
jurisdiction in the event of any dispute that relates to the formation,
performance or termination of contracts concluded by Bobet with its
customers, even in the event of international sales, summary
proceedings, incidental applications, multiple defendants or calls on
guarantees, notwithstanding any clause to the contrary in the
customer’s commercial or contractual documents.
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